
 

Gr 5/6 Home Learning Week 7, Term 1 

This week you will be looking at two types of chemical reactions: endothermic and 

exothermic. 

During rotations you may already have noticed these two types of reactions. 

To find out what these terms mean, you can view the websites below and read the following 

information. 

The task:  

Explain the meaning of exo, endo and thermic.  

Then divide your page into two parts with the headings: ENDOTHERMIC and EXOTHERMIC. 

Write key information in dot points about each type of reaction. List as many examples as 

you can find on the internet to add to your columns too. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvyHVA1Ww_M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJXL0IrbtqE 

 

Endothermic vs. Exothermic 

A quick difference between endothermic and exothermic involves reactions in the 

environment. An endothermic reaction takes place when energy is absorbed from 

surroundings in the form of heat, and exothermic is when energy is released from the 

system into the surroundings. Both terms are mostly used in science and chemistry, but 

there are everyday examples as well. 

The reaction occurs when two or more molecules interact with each other, and something 

happens or is produced. Endothermic absorbs heat, and exothermic produces heat. The 

difference between the words themselves and the prefixes give another hint as to their 

differences. Thermic refers to heat, endo means inside, and exo means outside. 

Endothermic, heat absorbed or in something, exothermic, heat being released or sent out. 

Endothermic must be supplied with heat and is basically the opposite of exothermic. An 

everyday reaction is in the cooking of an egg. There must be heat added or absorbed from 

the environment to cook the egg or any other food item. The two reaction differ because 

the amount of energy of the reactants is fewer than the products, as opposed to an 

exothermic reaction. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvyHVA1Ww_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJXL0IrbtqE


An endothermic reaction will cool their surroundings because the reactions draw the heat 

energy into themselves. As heat leaves an area, the temperature will drop. If a person's 

hand is cold to the touch, it is may be related to their skin having a lower temperature; 

however, heat is actually leaving the warmer body and being absorbed into the cooler hand. 

Endothermic reactions also contain more energy by drawing in and storing energy in the 

form of chemical bonds. A product contains more net energy than the reactants did in an 

endothermic reaction at the beginning of the process. This is because of the stored energy. 

The touching warm hand in the previous example had energy stored in it. 

Exothermic reactions, on the other hand, make the surrounding environment hotter since 

heat energy is released, radiating energy while it progresses. A campfire is an excellent 

example of this reaction. The energy from the chemical bonds of paper and wood is 

released in the form of light, and of course, heat. Those sitting around the campfire become 

warm as a result of the released heat. 

Exothermic reactions will contain less energy because it is removed from the chemical 

bonds in the reactants. Activation energy, like the match for the campfire, is needed to get 

the process started. Following the process, the product will have lower heat and is more 

compact. 

Other examples of endothermic reactions include photosynthesis when plants absorb 

energy from the environment and evaporation as sweating cools a person down. 

Exothermic reactions include rain as the condensation of water vapour into rain expels or 

releases heat and the formation of concrete when water is added, and chemical reactions 

release heat. 

In summary, endothermic consists of energy or heat being absorbed from its surroundings, 

and exothermic involves energy or heat being released into the environment. There are 

many examples of endothermic and exothermic reactions taking place every day. 

Spelling words 

exothermic endothermic vapour temperature formation absorption 

absorb condensation activation released evaporation reactant 

 

Manga High: This week, any assigned tasks, or prodigy challenges or games 

you play will go towards medal points in the M-Fluencers Maths Quest 

Competition.  Please see below for further information.  



 

The Mangahigh M-fluencers Maths Quest has officially begun! For the next couple of weeks, 
schools across the Asia Pacific region will be winning points on Mangahigh to be crowned 
the ultimate M-Fluencer! 

  
Competition Times (AEST): 7:00 am 9th March - 7:00 pm 14th March 

 
  

You should already see the M-Fluencers Maths Quest leaderboard on your dashboard of the 
Mangahigh platform. From now on any activities your students undertake will contribute to 
your school's points and position on the leaderboard. And remember, in this special edition 
your student's effort will not only go to your schools total points, but to your region as well! 
We can't wait to see which region will come out on top, Australasia or Asia! 

 The top 3 schools will win a trophy. 
 The winning schools will receive 1000 AUD for 1st place, 750 AUD for 2nd place 

and 500 AUD for 3rd place and 150 AUD for 4th to 10th place.  
 All students that earn 150 medal points or more will receive a certificate. 
 All students that earn 250 medal points or more will win a special Mangahigh gold 

medal!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmangahigh.intercom-mail.com%2Fvia%2Fe%3Fob%3DoK3GA7e9D1UphyESCykAjSL2at1t7qBRU8yjhmFLxYJO9BOn4%252B9BcblJbUpYyco1TA%252F%252FFVfbQe83c5yK2iAkH0zA0LfILVGeVCSZLNcyK1BjAM2mbUk7Kj0TVVSI%252F3uok53BiCG92yOWSAbkl32Se8J6%252BilLlqsFAYh7QtTVQowqEK162xZDZPCd8ifrRbzv%26h%3D6ea7231373eeae78b2b191fafe9155bf9a581ba5-fzoecbaw_26057916260&data=02%7C01%7Cmeagher.simone.m%40edumail.vic.gov.au%7C1a7ebde1270b42eeec9308d7c39b977a%7Cd96cb3371a8744cfb69b3cec334a4c1f%7C0%7C0%7C637192945357221558&sdata=UKFfpQArfqId7PE2yQsXTHLPaiGvQcYpRddMSMnRz78%3D&reserved=0


  Alex Rider Writing Competition 

 You can continue working on writing an action short story to enter in the following 
competition: 

 

 

 To celebrate 20 action packed years of the explosive and best-selling Alex Rider 
series by Anthony Horowitz, Walker Books are running a short story competition 
that'll be judged by Anthony himself! 

 The winner will receive an ebook of their story, a letter from Anthony, a scooter AND 
books for them and their school! 

 The closing date for entries is Friday 15th May 2020 and a parent/carer will need to 
authorize you submitting your entry.  
 

 


